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Lee, Minkyung. “Stop Consonant Excrescence in English and Dutch.” Studies in English Language & 

Literature 47.2 (2021): 277-296. In modern day English, a consonant, mainly a stop plosive, is embedded 

between two consonants in a cluster for ease of the articulation. Interestingly, in a specific context where 

a nasal is abutting with an obstruent within or across a morpheme boundary, a homorganic stop is 

intervened between them, resulting in [mp], [nt] and [ŋk] when the obstruent preceded by a nasal is 

voiceless. However, when voiced, a voiced stop is added, instead. Here what noticed is that the inserted 

segment is only a stop plosive and, further, feature agreement takes place in both place and voice. 

Homorganicity of the added stop stems from the preceding nasal sound while voicing from the following 

obstruent, a stop plosive or a buccal fricative. Unlike Warner’s (2002) LCC-based account for the stop 

intrusion of Dutch under Parallel OT, a phonotactic constraint 
*
NCFric bans any sequence of a nasal 

followed by a fricative on the surface. In addition, feature agreement constraints dominating place and 

voice require the inserted stop share the same place and voice with its neighboring sounds. Given the fact 

that a stop plosive is only a beneficiary among others in this specific context, Dep-Seg[Cont] disfavors a 

segment holding a continuant characteristic such as vowels, fricatives and approximants. These constraints 

and their interaction provide a unified analysis on stop excrescence in English as well as Dutch with no 

analytic chaos. (Daegu University)
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I. Introduction

Insertion, also called epenthesis interchangeably, is a common sound change 

whereby a new segment is added in a word or morpheme or between two previously 

abutting segments. Phonologically, sound insertion occurs in order to avoid vowel 

clash or ease the articulation. As stated in Crowley and Bowern (2010), compared to 

lenition, i.e. the total loss of a segment, sound insertion is quite rare, but, in certain 

environments or contexts, the latter change is rather common. The process where a 

consonant, not a vowel, is added between two other consonants in a word is called 

excrescence but this causes even longer consonant clusters (hereafter CCs).

This paper mainly targets stop consonant excrescence found in present day 

English in comparison with the case of Dutch. As well-known, in English, there is 

a tendency that a stop plosive is inserted to break up two consonants in a cluster in 

which a nasal sound is locally adjacent to the following obstruent as witnessed in 

some[p]thing, prin[t]ce, and so forth. Interestingly, the inserted segment is a stop 

plosive and its place of articulation is homorganic with the preceding nasal sound. 

In addition, the quality of voicing is influenced by the following obstruent.

Under the framework of Optimality Theory (henceforth OT) (Prince and 

Smolensky, 1993/2004; McCarthy and Prince, 1995), feature agreement via Agree[F] 

constraints plays a vital role to block the NC sequences on the surface that do not 

agree with both place and voice. Furthermore, as stated in Ohala and Ohala (1993), 

the inserted stop naturally emerges during the transition from a nasal stop (with the 

oral cavity closure) to a non-nasal obstruent (with the release of oral closure). Also 

following Piggott and Singh (1985) in which epenthesis may be viewed as a repair 

strategy of ill-formed syllable structure, *NCFric(ative) (cf. Kager, 1999) militates 

against the sequence of a nasal plus a fricative obstruent on the surface. In addition, 

given the fact that only a stop plosive is favored as an epenthetic segment in this 

specific context, Dep-Seg[Cont] disfavors all that possess the characteristic of 

continuancy.
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Targeting the data of English intrusive stops, section 2 briefly introduces and 

discusses the data where a stop plosive is added to remove an unwelcome NC 

cluster on the surface. Both homorganicity and the sameness of voice quality are 

surface-attested. Given the Parallel OT perspective (Prince and Smolensky, 

1993/2004; McCarthy and Prince, 1995), the constraints and their ranking are 

introduced. The phonotactically-driven markedness constraint *
NCFric induces 

epenthesis while Dep-Seg[Cont] (ranked over more general Dep-Seg) bars any 

insertion of a continuant segment such as vowels, fricatives or approximants. This 

results in stop consonant excrescence on the surface. One step further, Agree[F] 

constraints render feature agreement in both place of articulation and voicing. With 

all these, section 3 provides an OT analysis on stop excrescence of English 

compared to that of Dutch (Warner, 2002) emphasizing that a unified account for 

both English and Dutch can be achieved with no analytic chaos found in Warner’s 

(2002) Parallel OT account. Section 4 summarizes and concludes the present paper. 

II. Data Observations and the Related Constraints  

In this section, introducing and discussing the data of English stop epenthesis are 

followed by positing the constraints relevant as well as their interaction under the 

framework of Classic or also-called Parallel OT (Prince and Smolensky, 1993/2004; 

McCarthy and Prince, 1995). As well-described in the previous literature, constraints 

are hierarchical and thus ranked over or below one another and they are violable as 

well.

2.1 The Inserted Stop Plosives

As briefly discussed above, consonant insertion is quite rare in comparison with 

lenition that is one of the most common sound changes. In a specific context, 
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however, the former change is fairly common as vowel insertion.1 As Lass 

(1984:184) points out, such frequent type of consonant epenthesis or excrescence 

results from a timing lag between a nasal consonant and the following oral sound 

when the velum closes before the target post-nasal oral closure is formed. The result 

appears as an epenthetic stop plosive. Furthermore, Bronstein (1960) argues that the 

insertion of an excrescent stop is an unconsciously-made intrusion as witnessed in 

‘some[p]thing’ for ‘something’ instead of the more widespread [sʌmθɪŋ]. As 

well-noticed, such excrescence takes place due to the movement of articulators 

where the position of one sound shifts to that of another as laid out in (1). The data 

adopted here are mainly excerpted from Ali and Ali (2011), Bronstein (1960), Lass 

(1984) and Lee (2000). 

     (1) Excrescent stops between NC sequences

       a. The inserted bilabial stop [p] in /m__ɵ/, /m__s/ or /m__t/

          something, warmth, Samson, Thomson, hamster, dreamt

       b. The inserted alveolar stop [t] in /n__ɵ/ or /n__s/

          tenth, once, fence, sense, tense, prince, patience, mince

       c. The inserted velar stop [k] in /ŋ__ɵ/ or /ŋ__s/

          length, lengthen, strength, strengthen, youngster

As clearly observed in the data set in (1), a voiceless stop is intervened between 

two adjacent CC in a word in which the first C is a nasal sound and the following 

C is an obstruent, either a buccal obstruent or a non-nasal stop obstruent. As 

witnessed, the inserted stop adjusts its place of articulation to that of the preceding 

  1
Given Crowley and Bowern (2010), sound addition may be divided into two types according to the 

insertion of either a consonant or a vowel to destroy CCs: excrescence versus epenthesis or anaptyxis. Though 

the latter process is not our major concern here, a vowel is added in the middle of a word. As witnessed, 

speakers of some varieties of English produce [fɪləm] ‘film’ or [æɵəlit] ‘athlete’, i.e. a schwa added. 

Throughout the paper, the term of epenthesis is mixed with insertion or addition and further epenthesis is 

not limited to the addition of a vowel sound. 
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nasal sound. Therefore, from the top, a bilabial stop [p] in (1a), an alveolar stop [t] 

in (1b) and a velar stop [k] in (1c) emerge, i.e. homorganicity. Notice that the 

additional epenthesis of a stop plosive creates even longer CCs in a word and that 

this is nevertheless a fairly common sound change.

One step further, as also specified in (1), the excrescent stop is quite sensitive to 

the [Voice] feature but, this time, it is affected by the following obstruent sound. In 

other words, a voiceless stop occurs before the voiceless obstruent as arranged in 

(1). However, as laid out in (2), a voiced stop arises before a voiced obstruent. Note 

that the Cs of NC clusters are either voiced fricatives or voiced stop plosives. The 

data here are collected from the works cited above.2

     (2) Voicing assimilation in the excrescent stops

       a. [b] between /m__z/ or /m__d/

          lambs, bombs, crams, dreamed

       b. [d] between /n__z/

          fans, sins, bans, gains, fins

       c. [g] between /ŋ__z/ or /ŋ__d/

          sings, pangs, longed

As observed in (2), the added stop shares its [Voice] feature with the following 

voiced obstruent, thus all voiced stops emerge on the surface. Therefore, from the 

top, a voiced bilabial [b] in (2a), a voiced alveolar [d] in (2b) and a voiced velar 

[g] in (2c) surface. Here note that the place of an inserted stop remains homorganic 

  2 Regarding the data employed above, an excrescent stop mainly emerges between a nasal and a fricative 

within or across a morpheme boundary. However, as described in Ohala (1997) and Bronstein (1960), an 

emergent stop (the term originating from Ohala, 1997) also gets involved before a stop obstruent as witnessed 

in dreamt/dreamed where a past tense is inflected over a morpheme boundary. In addition, as Bronstein 

(1960:77) observes, a voiced stop is added as well before a voiced fricative to ban any unwelcome CCs 

as arranged in (2). As some reviewers point out, with respect to the issue whether a voiced velar stop g

is added before a voiced stop plosive or not, I cannot find any clue in the previous literature, indeed. So 

I will put aside such data of longed/hanged (the data coming from Lee, 2000) for further research. 
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with no change.

Feldscher and Durvasula (2017) state that an intrusive oral stop is quite common in 

American English though not present in every dialect of English.  Given the phonetic 

point of view, the appearance of an excrescent stop is treated as coarticulatory overlap. 

Such idea is also claimed in Ohala and Ohala (1993) in which the appearance of a 

homorganic stop is caused by the natural articulatory side effect of gestural overlap 

during the transition from a nasal stop to a fricative obstruent.3

On the other hand, with a phonological point of view, as argued in Piggott and 

Singh (1985), the added stop between two Cs in a cluster plays a key role to 

remove the unwanted CCs on the surface. Therefore, the sequence /ns/, for instance, 

turns into [nts] with the stop t intervened. They also point out that no reason is 

found not to be expanded to treat the data via assuming a phonotactic constraint 

militating against any sequences of a nasal and a voiceless fricative in the same 

syllable in American English. 

2.2 Constraints Related to Stop Excrescence  

With this amount of data observations and discussions, prior to analyzing the data 

of stop excrescence found in English, let us briefly consider what constraints are 

responsible for English stop excrescence under the Parallel OT enterprise (Prince and 

Smolensky, 1993/2004; McCarthy and Prince, 1995).4

As discussed in the data above, the phonotactically-driven markedness constraint 

posited in (3) bans any sequence of a nasal followed by a fricative on the surface.

  3
There has been a debate whether stop consonant excrescence comes from an articulatory effect (Ohala 

and Ohala, 1993) or a phonological effect based upon articulatory motivation (Clements and Hume, 1995; 

Naidoo, 2005; Iverson, 1989, among others). Note that the issue which idea is superior or supportable is 

not our major concern here but this paper mainly leans on the latter idea, i.e. an articulatory-motivated 

phonological effect.

  4 As will be shown later, Dutch stop intrusion, compared to Warner’s (2002) OT account, will be revisited 

and reanalyzed under the same constraints and their ranking used for English here. 
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     (3) *NCFric (cf. Kager, 1999)5

         No nasal consonant followed by any fricative consonant

Note here that *NCFric militates against any sequence of a nasal and the following 

fricative obstruent and thus allows any segmental insertion on the surface.6 However, 

it has no power to control whether the epenthesized segment is a vowel or a 

consonant. In fact, as also argued in Warner (2002), during a nasal articulated, the 

velum is lowered and there appears a complete oral closure in the cavity. If the 

velum closes before the oral closure for the nasal is released, that release produces 

a stop at the place of articulation of the nasal, i.e. not vowels nor other Cs. 

Bearing this articulatory motivation in mind, we see that Dep-Seg[Cont] (ranked 

over more general Dep-Seg, bottom-ranked here) posited in (4) guarantees stop 

excrescence but completely blocks the addition of any other segments holding the 

[Continuant] characteristic.7

     (4) Dep-Seg[Continuant] (=Dep-Seg[Cont])

        Output segments holding a [Continuant] feature must have input        

        correspondents.

Due to the crucial role of Dep-Seg[Cont], any segmental epenthesis except for a 

  5
Throughout the paper, both 

*
NCFric and 

*
NCStop belong to the cover constraint of 

*
NCObs(truent). The former 

is top-ranked to ban the unwelcome sequence of a nasal and a fricative on the surface while the latter is 

at the bottom in hierarchy though not full-fledged in the tableaux. A newly-created NCStop via stop 

excrescence is entirely tolerant under the condition that the emergent stop agrees with the place of the 

preceding nasal as well as the voice of the following obstruent. This implies that *NCStop does not play 

a role to ban the addition of a stop plosive on the surface. For easy exposition, 
*
NCStop is omitted from 

the tableaux. Also see footnote 10.
  6

To remove any unwanted CCs on the surface, segmental deletion might be a good choice but it is 

surface-unattested. Therefore, it is assumed that Max-Seg (= No segmental deletion) is top-ranked and 

undominated in hierarchy. 
  7 Also note that, due to space limit, Dep-Seg (= Output segments must have input correspondents.) is 

omitted from the tableaux.
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stop plosive is disfavored, thus a vowel, a fricative or any approximant cannot be a 

good choice to do away with the unwelcome NC clusters on the surface. Therefore, 

Dep-Seg[Cont] is top-ranked and undominated as well.8

As well-defined in the literature in which feature agreement between two adjacent 

segments in a word is attributed to the role of Agree[F] (Baković, 2000a, b; 

Beckman, 1999; Lombardi, 1999, 2001; Pulleyblank, 2004) as employed in (5). 

Agree[PL] in (5a) demands that the added stop adopt its place feature of articulation 

from the preceding nasal sound. On the other hand, Agree[Voi] in (5b) requires that 

the added stop share the same voice value with the following obstruent, i.e. either 

a stop plosive or a buccal fricative. 

     (5) Agree [F] constraints 

       a. Agree[Place](=Agree[PL])

         An obstruent consonant must share the same [Place] feature with its    

         preceding nasal consonant.

       b. Agree[Voice](=Agree[Voi])

         An obstruent consonant must share the same [Voice] feature with its   

         following obstruent consonant. 

  Following the standpoint that Piggott and Singh (1985) suggest, also briefly 

mentioned earlier, Agree[F], used as a cover constraint, guarantees stop excrescence 

with the agreement of both place and voice.9 Here note again that, to remove the 

  8 Here one thing worthy to consider is that, if a vowel may be inserted between the NC sequence in 

a word, the number of a syllable is increased concomitantly. This implies that 
*
Struc-σ (= No syllables) 

(Urbanczyk, 2006) is fatally dissatisfied though not displayed here. 
  9

This paper does not delve into Warner’s (2002) OT account in detail in which 
*
NC c̣annot deal with 

the case where the excrescent stop is a voiced b, d, g since it only focuses on the voiceless stop of an 

NC sequence. In addition, in her OT analysis, in order to block any segment inserted except for a stop 

plosive, a phonetically-motivated constraint like 
*
NasalRelease (= Do not release the oral closure of a nasal 

consonant.) is locally conjoined together with *NC,̣ which is ranked over each local conjunct. As will be 

shown later, no employment of the LCC mechanism (Alderete, 1997; Kirchner, 1996; Smolensky, 1993) 
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unwelcome NC clusters on the surface, any stop plosive may be added but Agree[F] 

successfully controls the epenthesis that is not fulfilled with the agreement of both 

[Place] and [Voice]. In other words, the addition of a stop plosive, if fully satisfying 

the two Agree[F] constraints, is entirely tolerable. 

With these constraints posited so far and their interaction, what comes next is 

how excrescent stops in English appear on the surface. Due to the abhorrence of NC 

cluster on the surface, any segmental insertion is invoked to break down its 

adjacency on the surface. Between the two possibilities of an epenthetic vowel 

versus an epenthetic consonant and further, among consonants, the best choice is a 

stop plosive.

III. An OT Account on Stop Excrescence 

This section is two-fold; first, an OT account for English stop excrescence is 

provided under the constraints introduced above and their interaction. Second, in 

comparison with Warner’s (2002) OT account for Dutch stop intrusion, it will be 

highlighted that the current OT analysis can provide a unified and comprehensive 

analysis applicable to both languages. No analytic chaos or limitation is found and 

no Locally Conjoined Constraint (henceforth LCC) mechanism is invoked. 

3.1 English Stop Intrusion

Given the OT perspective, English stop excrescence is influenced by the 

constraints employed above and their ranking. As discussed earlier, *NCFric in (3) 

disfavors any sequences of a nasal plus a fricative on the surface, thus any 

segmental insertion occurs to separate such unwelcome NC sequence with a segment 

is necessary. 
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added though the faithfulness constraint Dep-Seg, bottom-ranked here, is frequently 

sacrificed.

Under the control of Agree[F] constraints in (5), the epenthesis is a stop plosive 

sharing its place and voice with the neighboring sounds as witnessed in (1) and (2) 

above. The place feature agreement results from the preceding nasal sound while the 

voice feature from the following obstruent, either a stop or a fricative. Here note 

again that, as specified in (2), the added stop is influenced by the voice value of the 

following obstruent, which implies that the added stop is also a voiced stop plosive. 

The exemplary tableau in (6) denotes that the added stop is a voiceless bilabial 

stop to remove the unwelcome NC sequence in a word.

     (6) An interim evaluation of stop excrescence in ‘some[p]thing’

    

    /...mɵ/ *NCFric Agree[PL] Agree[Voi]

   a. mɵ *! *

☞ b. m[p]ɵ

☚ c. m[ə]ɵ

   d. m[f]ɵ *! *

   e. m[k]ɵ *!

Note that the NC cluster in a word is only spotlighted in the tableau and that the 

Agree[F] constraints in (5) are unranked to one another. Of particular interest here 

is that *
NCFric cannot tell the NC cluster coming from the input-faithful form (as in 

(6a)) or from the epenthesized form (as in (6d)). However, the former is always less 

optimal due to the fatal violation of Agree[PL] though Agree[Voi] is vacuously 

satisfied. In addition, any voiced obstruent insertion with the [PL] agreement like 
*[mbɵ] is inferior as well with Agree[Voi] fatally violated. 

Regarding the surface-unattested output form in (6c) with a schwa added, 
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    /...mɵ/ Dep-Seg[Cont]
*
NCFric Agree[PL] Agree[Voi]

   a. mɵ *! *

☞ b. m[p]ɵ

   c. m[ə]ɵ *!

   d. m[f]ɵ *! * *

   e. m[k]ɵ *!

Dep-Seg[Cont] in (4), top-ranked, successfully filters out the competitors with any 

continuant segment added. The tableau in (6) is revised here as in (7).10

     (7) The revised version of the tableau in (6)

             

As witnessed, the candidate in (7b) only surfaces in English while the rest are all 

filtered out due to the fatal violation of the ranked constraints in hierarchy. Here 

three things need to be considered; a schwa insertion in (7c), a fricative insertion in 

(7d) and a heterorganic stop insertion in (7e). To separate the intolerant NC cluster 

on the surface, the most unmarked schwa vowel may be inserted but, as specified in 

(7c), Dep-Seg[Cont] disfavors schwa insertion. Note that a vowel has no obstruction 

in oral passage, i.e. a continuant. In (7d), likewise in (7c), a labio-dental fricative is 

epenthesized but it disobeys the demand of Dep-Seg[Cont] along with less 

fulfillment of feature agreement. One step further, in (7e), a velar stop plosive (as 

well as an alveolar stop t) is epenthesized but Agree[PL] is fatally violated. 

  10 *NCFric sitting over Agree-type constraints functions to ban any combination of a nasal followed by 

a fricative on the surface. As one of the reviewers points out, for instance, 
*
[ɱf](⤌/...mf.../ in symphony) 

resulting from the anticipatory assimilation is suboptimal due to the fatal violation of 
*
NCFric compared to 

the expected winner [mpf]. Likewise, *[ns](⤌/...ns/ in prince) or *[nƟ̪](⤌/...nƟ/ in tenth) is defective as 

well with the unwelcome nasal-fricative sequence on the surface. Though all the nasals share the same place 

of articulation with the following obstruents, they are still nasals in manner of articulation. Therefore, the 

ranking of *NCFric >> Agree[F] supports stop epenthesis and, among stops, the one agreeing with the place 

of the preceding nasal and the voice of the following obstruent is preferred the most. 
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   /....mz/ Dep-Seg[Cont] *NCFric Agree[PL] Agree[Voi]

   a. mz *! *

☞ b. m[b]z

   c. m[v]z *! * *

   d. m[g]z *!

Now let us move on to the case where a voiced homorganic stop is added 

between the nasal and the fricative in a word. This time, the emergent stop must 

share the same [Voice] value with the following fricative or stop obstruent. The 

sample tableau in (8) shows the addition of a voiced stop [b]. From now on, due to 

space limit and on the analogy of the tableau shown in (7), vowel insertion is 

surface-unattested in English, thus the relevant output form is abbreviated from the 

tableaux. 

     (8) A voiced [b] excrescence in ‘bom[b]s’ 

                                                        

The tableau in (8) tells us that a voiced homorganic stop is favored when a nasal 

C is followed by a voiced obstruent consonant. Therefore, to split off the 

unwelcome [...mz] sequence, as verified in (8b), the inserted stop is [b] with the 

place agreement with the preceding nasal and the voicing agreement with the 

following obstruent. 

As discussed at length above, other strategies except for stop excrescence are not 

appropriate for the avoidance of unwanted NC clusters on the surface. Neither the 

insertion of any segment with the [Continuant] characteristic as in (8c) nor the 

addition of another heterorganic stop plosive as in (8d) is recommended. 

Taken together, with the exemplary tableaux above, the cooperation of 

Dep-Seg[Cont] and Agree[F] constraints is responsible for the phenomenon of 

English stop excrescence. The former completely controls the insertion of any 
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segment with the [Continuant] feature. Therefore, a vowel or a fricative is not a 

good choice as a mediator to split off the unwelcome NC clusters on the surface. 

Furthermore, the excrescent stop must agree its place feature with the preceding 

nasal on one hand and its voicing feature with the following voiced or voiceless 

obstruent on the other hand. 

3.2 Warner’s (2002) Dutch Stop Intrusion Revisited 

Given Warner’s (2002) OT approach, to induce oral stop epenthesis between a 

nasal and the following stop obstruent in a word, the phonetically-motivated  
*NasRel is postulated as introduced in (9). 

     (9) 
*NasalRelease (=*NasRel) (Warner, 2002:8)

         Do not release the oral closure of a nasal consonant. 

*NasRel militates against any segmental epenthesis except for the homorganic stop 

plosive. To put it differently, the oral closure made during the articulation of a nasal 

is released only when a nasal is followed by a homorganic stop such as [mp]. Also, 

as argued in Ohala (1975), the place of a nasal is hardly captured during a nasal but 

it is better perceived by the burst of a following stop. 

Given the theory of LCC (Smolensky, 1995; Alderete, 1997), *NasRel is locally 

conjoined with *NC ̣ (C ̣ = a voiceless stop plosive) whereby she explains the stop 

excrescence found in Dutch as displayed in (10). Here note that the top-ranked 

conjoined constraint is violated if and only if both local conjuncts, lowly ranked, are 

violated at the same time. The exemplary tableau in (10), a bit modified, stems from 

Warner (2002:8).11

  11 Note that, under the LCC schema, each local conjunct cannot be ranked over the locally conjoined 

constraint, thus the ranking of 
*
NasRel>>[

*
NC ̣ & 

*
NasRel] is not theory-internally possible.
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   /....mt/ [
*
NC ̣ & 

*
NasRel] Max Dep

*
NasRel

*
NC̣

   a. mt *! * *

☞ b. m[p]t * *

   c. m[ə]t * *!

   d. m[f]t *! * * *

   e. m[k]t *! * * *

☚ f. m[b]t *

     (10) /p/-epenthesis in Dutch [zwɛmpt] (⟵/zwɛm-t/) ‘swims’ 

The tableau in (10) is self-explanatory. As clarified, the conjoined constraint, 

top-ranked, plays a pivotal role in inducing only a homorganic stop plosive added as 

in (10b). As approved in (10d) and (10e), the epenthesis of other obstruent 

consonants violates each local conjunct, which results in the fatal violation of the 

top-ranked conjoined constraint. Though the competitor in (10c), with a schwa vowel 

added, is better than other competitors, it is still less optimal than the real winner in 

(10b). However, her OT analysis is quite chaotic and defective when a homorganic 

voiced stop is wrongly inserted as shown in (10f). In fact, *[m[b]t] is much better 

than the surface-attested form in (10b) in the sense that the former has no violation 

of both *NasRel and *NC̣̦, i.e. with no LCC violation. To make her analysis 

complete, she needs to answer the question how to fix this unwelcome result.

One step further, though she compares Dutch to English in her research, she 

targets the Dutch data only. Here note that the added segment between a nasal and 

the following voiceless stop plosive is only a voiceless stop in Dutch. However, 

unlike Dutch, the added stop in English is voiced sometimes due to the sensitivity 

to the [Voice] value of the following obstruent as elaborated in (8).

Now let us take a closer look at the English case where the final C is 

voiced/voiceless as in cram[b]s and some[p]thing, respectively under the Warner’s 

(2002) OT regime. Notice here that, due to space limit, the strong competitors are 
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   /....mz/ [
*
NC ̣ & 

*
NasRel] Max Dep

*
NasRel

*
NC̣

☚ a. mz *

   b. m[p]z *! *

☞ c. m[b]z *!

   /...mɵ.../ [*NC ̣ & *NasRel] Max Dep *NasRel *NC̣

   d. mɵ *! * *

☞ e. m[p]ɵ * *!

☚ f. m[b]ɵ *

compared to each other.

     (11) The failure of Warner’s (2002) OT account for ‘cram[b]s’ vs.         

          ‘some[p]thing’ 

As witnessed, the tableau in (11) reveals some analytic defects. Since Warner’s 

(2002) *NC ̣ restricts a consonant following a nasal only to a voiceless segment, her 

conjoined constraint [*NC ̣& *NasRel] cannot play a major role when the C in an 

NC cluster is voiced and thus it is vacuously satisfied as shown in (11a) and (11c). 

For more details, as in the /mz/ sequence in which the voiced stop C occurs, (11a), 

with no epenthesis, wrongly becomes the winner unless there is the ranking 

manipulation where Dep is bottom-ranked. Even worse, for the case of /mɵ/, the 

surface-unattested (11f) wrongly wins. 

However, unlike Warner (2002), the current OT analysis provides a unified and 

consistent analysis since Dutch stop epenthesis can be explained under the same 

constraints and their ranking used for English here as clearly approved in (12). Here 

two things are highlighted: there is no necessity of the LCC mechanism as well as 

the phonetically-motivated *NasRel.
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   /....mt/ Dep-Seg[Cont]
*
NCFric Agree[PL] Agree[Voi]

   a. mt *!

☞ b. m[p]t

   c. m[f]t *! * *

   d. m[k]t *!

     (12) [p]-epenthesis in [zwɛmpt] ‘swims’ in Dutch 

          

In Dutch, a word-final C is voiceless and thus, unlike English, Agree[Voi] is 

vacuously fulfilled here. This means that homorganicity or place agreement is more 

imminent than voicing agreement in Dutch stop intrusion. However, when a voiced 

stop is wrongly added as in *[m[b]t], Agree[Voi] revives and plays a pivotal role. 

Furthermore, as verified in (12), no *NasRel conjoined with *NC ̣is essential in order 

to derive the epenthesis of a homorganic voiceless stop plosive in Dutch.12

In sum, compared to Warner’s (2002) OT account, this paper attempts to achieve 

a unified analysis applicable to both languages. Dep-Seg[Cont] forbids the addition 

of a segment with continuant airstream mechanism. *NCFric does not restrict any 

specific [Voice] value of the obstruent sound and further, if feature agreement in 

both place and voice under Agree[F] is guaranteed, the epenthesis of an excrescent 

stop is entirely tolerant on the surface. As fully evidenced so far, stop excrescence 

in both English and Dutch can be dealt with in a uniformed way under the same 

constraints introduced here and their interaction. Analytic chaos or limitation found 

in both (10) and (11) is completely resolved in (12).

  12 Throughout the paper, the data of a nasal followed by a fricative obstruent in a cluster are mainly 

dealt with in English. On the analogy of the exemplary tableau in (12), when a nasal is adjacent to a stop 

obstruent as in dreamt/dreamed, the excrescent stop [p]/[b] is intervened, respectively. Therefore, 
*
[mt]/

*
[md] 

is suboptimal with no [PL] agreement, thus [mpt]/[mbd] with an excrescent stop finally surface. Here note 

that the role of Agree[F] is major while that of 
*
NCStop is minor since it is bottom-ranked in hierarchy. 
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IV. Conclusion

An unconsciously-made intrusion (the phrase here cited from Bronstein, 1960) or 

stop excrescence is commonly taken place in modern day English. However, 

consonant epenthesis is also witnessed historically as shown in [n]ick name (⟵ eke 

name), em[p]ty (⟵ æmtig) or soun[d] (⟵ sone). Stop excrescence, in comparison 

with historical insertion, is quite context-sensitive in that the inserted stop consonant 

is influenced by the place of articulation of the preceding nasal and the voice of the 

following obstruent, either a stop or a fricative. 

Targeting the data of stop consonant excrescence found in contemporary English, 

this paper attempts to address how the data can be modeled within the Parallel OT 

perspective and further compares Warner’s (2002) Parallel OT account for Dutch 

stop intrusion. As proved, a stop plosive of bilabial, alveolar and velar place of 

articulation is inserted to repair the NC cluster in a word or at the end of a word. 

The inserted stop is also sensitive to both place and voice of its neighboring sounds. 

The place of articulation stems from the preceding nasal sound, thus [mp], [nt] and 

[ŋk] occur on the surface. In addition, voicing agreement is affected by the 

following obstruent. If the C of an NC cluster is voiced, the inserted stop is realized 

as [mb], [nd] and [ŋg], instead. 

Throughout the paper, following the viewpoint of Piggott and Singh (1985), the 

sequence of a nasal plus an obstruent consonant is phonotactically intolerant on the 

surface, which means that the top-ranked 
*
NCFric rejects such combination. One step 

further, the added stop must share the same place feature with the preceding nasal 

(for place assimilation) and the voice feature with the following voiceless or voiced 

obstruent (for voicing assimilation). This feature agreement is attributed to the 

pivotal role of Agree[PL] and Agree[Voi], unranked with respect to each other. In 

addition, the crucial reason that the added segment in this specific context is only a 

stop plosive is due to Dep-Seg[Cont] banning any epenthesis of a segment with the 

[Continuant] characteristic, namely vowels, fricatives or approximants. Accordingly, 
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the inserted C is a stop plosive, which gives rise to the addition of another obstruent 

between a nasal and an obstruent in a cluster. However, its addition, under the full 

agreement of both place and voice, is entirely welcome.

As such, under the Parallel OT regime, stop consonant excrescence found in both 

languages of English and Dutch can be dealt with in a comprehensive and consistent 

way via the same constraints and their interaction suggested thus far. There is no 

resort to the locally conjoined constraint along with *NasRel and further, unlike 

Warner’s (2002) OT approach, no analytic chaos is found in both English and 

Dutch.
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